
THE ROLE OF JOURNALISTS IN AN ERA OF ALGORITHMS

A guide to preparing the newsroom 
for humans and machines



We are at a seminal point in the use of 
artificial intelligence (AI) in journalism.

As smart machines become increasingly 
prominent in the output of information, it’s 
more important than ever for reporters to 
understand — and take ownership of — 
how these stories are gathered, processed 
and distributed.

“Machines are able to help scale the 
powerful work that experienced news 
professionals produce,” said Ken Romano, 
an AP product director.

“They can help personalize a user’s 
newsfeed or publish to various platforms in 
different formats. But first and foremost, 
journalism requires editorial judgment, 

empathy and qualitative reasoning — all 
things humans excel at.”

For best practices on how to work 
collaboratively with machines, we turned to 
industry leaders, including product 
managers, academics and senior editors in 
the AP newsroom.

What we discovered, and what this e-book 
examines, is the role of journalists in a 
world increasingly driven by algorithms 
powered by AI.

We hope this brief guide serves as a 
reference in designing your own  
newsroom strategy.
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Part 1: Changing landscape

1.1 Machines as producers
We are well into the era of using artificial intelligence to assist in 
newsgathering. Analyzing and verifying large volumes of 
information are just two examples of how this technology can 
strengthen journalism into the future.

“The best opportunities are using machine learning to find patterns 
in very rich data sets — whether they’re unstructured or big dumps 
of documentation,” said Nick Rockwell, the chief technology officer 
of The New York Times.

Reporters also leverage algorithms for content creation, including 
the use of AI-powered tools such as Wibbitz that combine text, 
visuals and audio into engaging story packages.

At AP, our own newsroom publishes corporate earnings stories and 
sports updates produced by machines. AI-powered software from 

Automated Insights ingests data feeds and translates that 
information into story templates developed by journalists.

“We’ve seen firsthand how automation can help free up our 
reporters’ time to create complex, impactful stories,” said Lisa 
Gibbs, AP’s director of newsroom partnerships.

“The smarter these machines get, the more they’re able to become 
producers of content in their own right.”

What is a machine?

Machines can be hardware such as home voice assistants or 

software that powers online platforms like social media networks. 

They are controlled by algorithms, which are sets of rules.

http://www.wibbitz.com/
https://automatedinsights.com/
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Example of a machine-produced story

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP) — Dylan Tice was hit by a pitch with the 
bases loaded with one out in the 11th inning, giving the State College 
Spikes a 9-8 victory over the Brooklyn Cyclones on Wednesday. 

Danny Hudzina scored the game-winning run after he reached base on 
a sacrifice hit, advanced to second on a sacrifice bunt and then went to 
third on an out.

Gene Cone scored on a double play in the first inning to give the 
Cyclones a 1-0 lead. The Spikes came back to take a 5-1 lead in the first 
inning when they put up five runs, including a two-run home run by 
Tice.

Brooklyn regained the lead 8-7 after it scored four runs in the seventh 
inning on a grand slam by Brandon Brosher.

State College tied the game 8-8 in the seventh when Ryan McCarvel hit 
an RBI single, driving in Tommy Edman. 

Reliever Bob Wheatley (1-0) picked up the win after he struck out two 
and walked one while allowing one hit over two scoreless innings. 
Alejandro Castro (1-1) allowed one run and got one out in the New 
York-Penn League game. 

Vincent Jackson doubled twice and singled, driving in two runs in the 
win. 

State College took advantage of some erratic Brooklyn pitching, 
drawing a season-high nine walks in its victory.

Despite the loss, six players for Brooklyn picked up at least a pair of 
hits. Brosher homered and singled twice, driving home four runs and 
scoring a couple. The Cyclones also recorded a season-high 14 base hits.

This story was generated by Automated Insights.
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1.2 Machines as consumers
Producing content is only half the story, though.

Smart devices in our homes and the algorithms behind social media 
networks are two types of machines that ingest information and use 
artificial intelligence to help deliver relevant content to their users.

More specificially, a smart refrigerator could discern whether an 
article contains a recipe and, if it does, then automatically display it 
at dinnertime.

In this case, an editor isn’t in charge — an algorithm is — which 
means journalists are transferring some editorial decisions to 
recommendation and personalization engines.

And because the speed with which machines speak to one another 
surpasses human comprehension, this trend is likely to continue.

“With any innovation, you’ll have enormous gains but also a lot of 
unintended consequences,” said Matt Coolidge, the founder of 
Civil, a journalism platform built using blockchain technology.

But that doesn’t mean reporters are losing control. Rather, 
newsrooms need to focus on optimizing tags and metadata 
associated with each story, as well as understand how their content 
is being distributed to audiences via smart machines.

One such tag could be “family-friendly.” By helping machines 
discern which audiences to serve information, humans can hold 
them more accountable and create more reliable outcomes.

The goal of this new collaboration between humans and machines 
should therefore be to optimize journalism, and not to automate it.

Algorithms look at whom and when 
  to deliver certain pieces of information.
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Part 2: Challenges

2.1 Black boxes
One issue with using smart machines in journalism is their inability 
to explain how they make decisions, sort of like “black boxes.”

Sometimes we just don’t know why an AI-powered monitoring tool 
flags a campaign finance document as questionable. Or why a 
mother of two is shown a story about education reform.

The answer lies in the millions of correlations these machines make 
when they process content.

What we do know is that these systems adapt based on consumer 
use and the data they ingest. In this context, newsrooms can train 
them by entering quality data, which could include archival content.

Ethan Zuckerman, a professor at the MIT Media Lab, suggests we 
focus on designing more transparent machine-learning processes.

“I’d love it if we have an open box, but one way or another, we’re 
studying something that is less like computer science and more like 
environmental science,” Zuckerman said.

When we rely on a black box model, it’s difficult to fully predict its 
outcomes. This brings to light some glaring challenges with 
algorithmically driven journalism:

–  Algorithms are difficult to audit and, as such, to hold accountable.
–  Algorithms require continuous flows of training data.
–  Algorithms are difficult to adjust or alter, because we don’t know 

how the black box reaches its customers.
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Journalists in charge of 
frameworks for algorithms

Creating a framework of rules for algorithms to 

follow is the nexus of journalistic thinking. 

Sometimes, it’s unclear how algorithms operate after 

the rules are set — making them seem like “black 

boxes” — but learning how to monitor and design 

rules for them is crucial.

Data

Algorithms personalize 
and recommend this 
automated content and 
distribute it to users.

AI-powered story
Home voice

assistant

Algorithms source 
insights and 
generate stories.

Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2
Smart
watch

Social
network

Smart car
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2.2 Lost in translation
The nature of how people and machines read is also very different 
— attributes such as intuition and tone in human language are too 
difficult to translate into a machine world.

For example, take the following hypothetical headline:  
“The New York Yankees are in great vacation shape.”

Of course, a human would understand the underlying sarcasm that 
the players are not in great shape. For a machine, though, it’s not so 
simple to decipher that it’s actually a bad thing to be in “great 
vacation shape.” Great is great, it thinks.

Extrapolate this confusion over an entire story, and you can see the 
potential for the original meaning to get misconstrued.

So one of the first challenges to address is creating a 
standardization of language across different content formats.

Stuart Myles, a director of information management at AP, explains: 
“The text associated with a photo may not tell you what’s actually 
pictured in the photo — image and object recognition are very 
difficult.”

In other words, it is nearly impossible today for these machines to 
be able to infer meaning beyond what is visible in a photo or what is 
written in a story.

For example, a photograph of people standing around a fire with 
their mouths open could be interpreted by a machine as either a 
campfire or a protest.

“A computer only understands the world to the extent its 
programmers have allowed it to,” said Justin Myers, AP’s 
automation editor. “You can say the same thing about its 
understandings of the law, of fairness, of harm and of progress.”
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2.3 Information bubbles and biases
If a machine relies on past user behavior to prioritize one piece  
of news over another, then the audience can get a skewed view  
of reality.

We already see this phenomenon occurring on social media, 
because humans like news that speaks to our existing points of  
view on the world.

That’s why journalists have become even more important — they 
bring context to information that surfaces on these platforms.

“People are exposed to a lot more insights and depth of thought if 
posts by journalists and news orgs are a major part of their 
information diet,” said Eric Carvin, AP’s social media editor.

So as we apply tags and metadata to stories, it’s important to 
understand how our own biases might impact the machine, and 
how we can take steps to prevent that from happening.

One such way is getting to know where your content will be 
distributed and how those machines operate.

Online information bubbles based  
on ideology

News consumers have different perspectives of the world based 

on the information they consume. Machines may heighten these 

existing points of view.

Bubble 1

Bubble 3

Bubble 2
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Part 3: How humans can impact machines

3.1 Promoting algorithmic accountability
Journalists need to trust machines enough to know they won’t 
replace their role in the newsroom — but as with anything else, 
they should also reserve a dose of skepticism for the technology.

Trust, though, is challenging to design. It is a byproduct of time and 
often of implicit feelings that are hard to explain.

“As journalists, we make a lot of comparisons in our work, and so 
do our sources,” said AP’s Myers. “What makes something ‘better’ 
or ‘more dangerous’? Without definitions — without methodology 
— these terms are meaningless.”

In this light, how do you build trust in the machine?

One way is to focus on auditing the logical frameworks that 
machines use to create stories, rather than articles themselves, in 
order to ensure that the machines are valuing the right things.

“Once newsrooms start relying too much on algorithms, we’ll get to 
a point where it becomes very challenging to check results before 
they get published,” said Ben Nadler, an AP reporter. “The way to 
solve this is to build systems to audit AI.”

In practice, this means that news editors should be able to ask a 
machine any question about a story’s methodology as they would 
any of their reporters.
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3.2 Applying news taxonomies
Like humans, machines have different languages and dialects. And 
the more they try to solve sophisticated tasks, the more room they 
have for misaligned communication.

Taxonomies can help keep everything in line. They are classification 
systems that include standardized subjects, people, organizations 
and locations, all designed with news content in mind.

“For algorithms to offer personalized recommendations well, they 
need to understand the publisher’s content back and forth,” said 
Tom Januszewski, an AP director of business development.

Comprehensive taxonomies enhance a publisher’s ability to 
connect readers with engaging content by doing the following:

– Matching a story with a machine’s knowledge of a person in order 
to provide additional context.

– Delivering targeted news products tailored for specific topics 
through home devices or social media algorithms.

– Creating engaging search and discovery experiences for readers.
– Using content analytics to inform editorial coverage and planning.

How machines and humans read stories

The initial story is produced automatically using template writing 

and inputted data. People see the story as it was written, but 

machines emphasize metadata.

People read a story Machines read data

(Headline)
(Author)
(Publisher)
(Date)
(Keywords)

* Any AP content *
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3.3 Cultivating computational thinking in newsrooms
In newsrooms today, there are some apparent limitations when 
planning for a media ecosystem where machines can be consumers. 

First and foremost, newsrooms must confront cultural limitations 
when it comes to accepting that machines now have influence in 
how journalism is being produced and distributed.

Additionally, there are technical gaps, which can be addressed by 
hiring data scientists or computational journalists; increasingly, 
though, reporters ought to have technology skills. 

We’re already seeing new roles such as automation editors, but all 
journalists will benefit from having some understanding of these 
processes and their potential effects, both in the newsroom and in 
the wider world.

Beyond the technology itself, journalists must also have the 
foresight when implementing taxonomies and tags to know their 
possible effects on machines.

These taxonomies operate through a framework of rules initially 
designed by a human, who must adopt a kind of computational 

thinking to know what the combination of static rules will mean for 
the outcomes of the algorithm. This is called “predictive 
computational thinking.”

These rules are not set-and-forget — they need constant feedback 
to correct mistakes and grow attuned to more complex tasks.

“The ability to analyze quantitative information and 
present conclusions in an engaging and accurate 
way is no longer the domain of specialists alone. 
Government agencies, businesses and other 
organizations alike all communicate in the 
language of data and statistics. To cover them, 
journalists must become conversant in that 
language as well.”

AP STYLEBOOK, DATA JOURNALISM SECTION
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Conclusion: Building trust
Robust ways of collaboration between human journalists and smart 
machines will require designing a network of trust.

Journalists are every bit as crucial to the implementation of new 
tools as they are to the process of storytelling. Algorithms and AI do 
not recreate the “journalistic sense” — they only augment it.

“At AP, we believe that machines are able to help our journalists tell 
better stories more efficiently,” said AP’s Romano. “But when we 
look at our workflow, we play to the strengths of human versus 
machine. We refuse to automate processes just for the sake of 
automating processes.”

As such, when artificial intelligence becomes more important, the 
role of the people in newsrooms will also become more crucial.
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